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And as a flu it is a Flu subtipus - Saga or Novel Continues

Partial Informal Transcript Below the Fold

It takes at least 6 weeks from the time you get your injection for the spike antibody 
to start to develop.  So, somewhere between 3 months and quite frankly 20 years.  
The immunologist I spoke to said that over the next 10 years we are going to see 
this go on in perpetuity, because it can take anywhere from 2 years to 19 years to 
get full blown auto-immune disease.  I think we will see massive injuries and a lot 
more deaths starting somewhere between 4 and 18 months from now.   This 
Vaccine will permanently alter your immune system.

*  new type of shot that does not meet any of the criteria of a vaccine.

does not keep you from getting sick, does not change the death rate.



It is NOT like getting another flu shot, still have to wear a mask and social distance.

*  When you get this spike antibody in your system it will permanently and 
irreversibly change your immune system.  The messenger RNA is the spike protein 
to develop an antibody against that spike protein.  It means next time you come in 
contact with a virus the antibody should block you from getting sick.  However, not 
only does it not stop you from getting sick, the antibody itself is going to turn on 
your body and create havoc and massive auto-immune disease.

* It attacks your organs by molecular mimicry.

It is a genetic modification technology.

*  10 ways it hurts you:

Too complicated for me so I did not take notes.  see 7M.

*  Governments around the world are saying NO to MRnA vaccines.

*  It is a well designed killing tool.  It is a genetic modification technology.

She explains how messenger RNA works.  The messenger creates a protein and 
indirectly changes your DNA.  Makes a spike protein.

*  There are 35 to 40 corona viruses.  The process allows the virus to replicate.

The antibody does not behave like a normal antibody. . ..

The antibody can bind to tissue in your lungs . . . and cause anaphylactic shock

and other things.

*  The antibody process will be there forever because of . . .

and we have no idea how long the mrna messenger will continue to be translated 
and create the proteins, etc. and there are no long term studies.  For the rest of your 
life you may be susceptible to auto-immune disease, shock, allergies and death.

*  It is wrapped in a bubble of polyethylene glycol allows the virus to replicate.



Polyethylene glycol (wiki) That is what leads to anaphylactic shock and death.

* Rashes as things like that are an allergic reaction.  People who had the shot and 
say, I am fine are okay, until they get re-exposed to a CV.

She explains how the virus starts to replicate and you get an infection worse than if 
you had not had the shot.

* They did not do animal studies because they knew the animals would get sick or 
die.

*  The antibody can cross the blood-brain barrier and make 2 proteins in the brain 
malfunction.  You can get ALS or frontal lobe degeneration (Alzheimer’s and 
dementia).

* cytochrome storm goes on and the firemen never show up because there is NO off 
switch.  Because the protectors are killed off.

* The new J&J shot takes the spike protein and puts it inside an Adenovirus 
(common cold virus) that combines to your cell and opens up and deposits the spike 
protein antibody inside your cell.

End result is that all 3 of them make these antibodies that are going to be so 
destructive.  Study indicates there are 28 organs in your body that can be attacked 
by that antibody.  You can have 100 different symptoms (so it is hard to diagnose).  
It van cause cancer.

It’s mass murder.

The survival rate on the virus without the vaccine is 99.91%

Timeframe on deaths:  It takes at least 6 weeks from the time you get the injection 
for the spike antibody to start to develop, so somewhere between 3 months and 20 
years.  See above.

end of notes

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polyethylene_glycol
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polyethylene_glycol


NEW:

MD does full notes:

Dr. Tenpenny Expains In Simple Terms Some Of The Dangers of The Covid-19 
“Vaccine”

Dr. Tenpenny is an integrative medicine physician in Cleveland, OH who has 
studied the vaccine problems for over 20 years – read 1000s of mainstream 
medical scientific papers and has put in over 40,000 hours of study on these issues

Certificate of Vaccine Identification Artificial Intelligence COVID-19 is an acronym 
for Certificate of Vaccine Identification 19 (19 ==> 1 for A and 9 for I, thus AI)

· This “vaccine” is not a vaccine, but an exceptionally well-designed genetic 
modification killing tool

· It can cause full blown autoimmune disease anywhere from 2 years and up to 
20 years after injection !!!

· This “vaccine “ permanently alters host immune system
· Not only does shot NOT stop host from getting sick, the antibody (AB) itself 

turns on host’s body creating havoc & massive auto-immune disease
· Governments around the world are saying NO to mRNA vaccines because they 

are a form of MASS MURDER = GENOCIDE
· Remember that genocide is absolutely a key part of the Deep State Plan
Spike protein AG presented to host immune system in 1 of 2 ways 

Pathway 1 – CELL-MEDIATED IMMUNITY 

Spike protein fragment antigen (AG) binds MHC-1 receptor in ER & then MCH-1 
Protein Complex leaves ER as vesicle to be exocytosed at plasma membrane 

This MCH-1 Protein Complex then binds to and activates cytotoxic T-cells 

Pathway 2 – Antibody-Mediatedy IMMUNITY 

Remainder of article discusses this pathway

How Shot Works

· Spike protein mRNA created from viral DNA spike protein sequence via 
revverse transcriptase

· Spike protein mRNA transcribed by ribosomes to create spike protein
· mRNA codes for the spike protein on corona viruses (37 corona viruses out there 

for at least 60 years, but only 7 infect humans)
· WHAT SHE SAYS ABOUT TRANSFECTION DOES NOT MAKE SENSE TO ME, 

AS TRANSFECTION IS INTRODUCTION OF FOREIGN DNA OR RNA ????
· Host DNA is indirectly, not directly, affected
· Spike protein binds to ACE receptor to gain entry into host cell to begin to 

replicate
· It takes up to six weeks for this spike protein to be fully expressed & for 

re-exposure problems to surface
· Then, host immune system generates AB against spike protein
· The problem is that the AB against spike protein is a non-neutralizing AB, that 



it, it is NOT made against the entire virus, but only the spike protein
· Spike protein antibody (AB) is a non-neutralizing antibody (unlike measles, 

mumps, chickenpox, shingles, etc. antibodies)
· An antibody (AB) has 2 Fab fragments and 1 Fac fragment in the shape of a “Y” 

(which is creepy in an of itself ==> Family Y)
· Fab fragments bind to antigen to neutralize it and make it go away 

With this shot, the Fac fragment causes alot of problems
· FAc fragment can bind to tissue in the lungs, Eosinoophils, 

Basophilss, other receptors that can cause anaphalatic shock, can 
cause direct modification of macrophages, can cross react with 
human tissues to cause autoimmune disease via molecular mimicry

· A key problem is B cell sensitization – the AB generating B cells retain 
memory of the AB forever (Memory B cells

· We have no idea how long the spike protein will last in host
· We have no idea how long the AB will last in host
· We have no idea how long the B cells will continue to be active
· For the rest of host’s life, host may be suseptible to autoimmune 

disease, shock, allergies & death from this injection

10 Mechanisms by which this Injection Can Cause Harm (Dr. Tenpenny 
can only cover a few in this transcript)

PEG – Polyethelene Glycol

· The coding around the mRNA is unstable, so they had to encase it in a lipid 
bubble (liposome)

· The lipid bubble contains PEG
· Humans have been sensitized (i.e. primed or made allergic to) to PEG via many, 

many products over the decades
· In 1960, about 2% of population was sensitized to PEG
· In 2021, about 70-72% of population is now sensitized to PEG
· PEG reaction can cause an acute allergic reaction and/or anaphalactic shock & 

death
· PEG is in Moderna & Pfizer shots

Concept of “Re-Exposure” or Antibody Dependent Enhancement

· There are many folks who have taken the shot and say “Look at me, I’ve had no 
problems !!!”

· Well, the problem comes when that person is re-exposed to any of the corona 
viruses

· The anti-spike AB can then set up autoimmune disease
· Anti-spike AB can bind to spike protein, AG-AB complex internalized in 

macrophages (MP), RNA of virus released inside MP then causes
· OVERWHELMING infection (MUCH WORSE than had you never had the shot)



· They have been trying to develop ABs against corona virus since 2005 because 
the flu, a corona virus, has a large burden of disease WW and there are corona 
viruses other than flu that also have a large burden of illness (so getting a 
corona virus vaccine is desireable)

· Scientists have NEVER been able to get their studies (ABs against the full virus) 
past the safety studies on rats, rabbits, ferrets, hamsters & monkeys). These 
animals all got extremely sick or died on re-exposure to corona virus. Failure on 
both safety & efficacy.

· These evil, Cabal, DS scientists are very smart & have almost unlimited money 
to spend on their genocidal projects

· With COVID vaccine, they did not even bother with animal studies, and went 
straight to humans

AG-AB complex Can Cross BBB

· Can converts two proteins in the brain and cause them to malfunction
· When these two proteins are corrupted, one can lead to ALS and one to Frontal 

Temporal Lobe Degeneration (Alzheimers Dementia)
· Covid Vaccine linked to infertility (placental protein deviously & malevolently 

contained in shot causes generation of Anti-placenta AB)

Mechanism of Cytokine Storm

· Macrophages (MPs) are the little garbage eaters of the immune system
· Two types of macrophages (MP): MP1 & MP2
· MP1 is active on initial infection
· When MP1 attacks pathogen, cytokines are released
· Cytokines are proinflammatory & cause fever & call in NK cells
· As infection begins to resovle, MP2 come in like fire fighters to quell & calm the 

hot inflammatory soup & then begin to clean up debris
· MP1 ==> increased cytokines (what you want in initial infection)
· MP2 ==> decreased cytokines (also what you want to resolve initial infection)
· The Anti-spike AB inactivates MP2s by binding by the FAc fragment to the MP2 

cells ==> fire fighters CANNOT show up because they are inactivated 

So the cytokine storm goes on and on and on
· The OFF SWITCH has been deactivated – “There is an ON SWITCH, 

but NO OFF SWITCH”

New J&J Shot

· We have very little information on this shot
· Spike protein is inserted into an adenovirus (> 100 different strains for 

adenovirus) to gain entry into host
· Some adenoviruses turn on ONOCGENES that can cause cancer



Autoimmune Disease & the “Vaccine”

· A well-know immunologist tested the Anti-spike AB on 55 tissue types to 
determine cross reactivity

· The Anti-spike AB cross reacted with 28 of the tissue antigens
· Thus, you can see how a plethora of autoimmune diseases can take hold.
· Hundreds of Sx can look different, but underlying pathology is that the 

Anti-spike AB, via molecular mimicry, interacts with up to 28 different tissue 
AGs in multiple organ systems

VAERS (Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System)

· As of 2/18/21 VAERS has over 1000 reported deaths
· This is about 10% of what is out there, so 10,000 – 100,000 deaths 

are possible just SO FAR
· > 19,0000 adverse events reported
· This is about 10% of what is out there, so 190,000 to 1,000,000 adverse events 

are possible just SO FAR
· In the next 4-18 months, we can expect to see massive injury & major 

death from these shots

FDA & CDC have violated 3 areas of Federal Law to allow the 
Emergency Use Authorization for the “Vaccine”

· Given a 99.91 % Survivability of COVID , “Vaccine” is much less “effective” & this 
is part of Emergency Use Authorization criteria being violated

Other Effective Treatments that can also PREVENT infection

· HCQ, Zinc, Ivermectin, High Dose Vitamin C & High Dose Vitamin D

- H.A.N.Day  and Better Vision and Healthier Eyes    
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